
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of channel marketing
manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for channel marketing manager

Partner with Product managers and Field Sales team to support sales
operations (e.g., managing promoter and partner sales staff training,
creating, executing and measuring promotions, optimizing sales operations
costs )
Engage with product marketing and marketing operations to prioritize,
create and implement campaigns that align to business goals
Define target results, budget requirements, resources needed, and timeline
for the plan
Set success metrics for plans, encompassing financial and non-financial
metrics
Ensuring Voice of Customer (VOC) excellence from the channel partners as
required for marketing programs, promotions, product development,
competitive intelligence, pricing
Visit customer sites and drive and execute regional channel events – 25%
travel
Interact with commercial business unit leaders, present execution plans to
them, and influence their thinking on marketing projects/campaigns
Work with Product Marketing teams to quickly absorb program content, new
products, and key initiatives
Work with commercial teams to gather “member voice”, incorporate
feedback into marketing campaigns, and share recommendations with

Example of Channel Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Monitor industry-trends, competitive shifts, and emerging media to influence
campaign messaging and investments

Qualifications for channel marketing manager

Field Merchandizing
Supporting corporate-sponsored activities, such as customer conferences,
annual kickoffs, tradeshows and other ad-hoc activities (some travel required)
Ability to manage relationships with internal clients/colleagues and external
partners professionally
Capable of developing and managing inbound marketing and lead nurturing
programs
Demonstrated understanding of key direct marketing concepts, including
lead scoring, on site analytics, phone conversion
A bachelor degree in Marketing or Business study


